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Integrating GALAXY workflows 
in a metadata management environment

 
We present here a preliminary approach for integrating the GALAXY workflows in an extensible meta-data management environment. 
We have developed a formalism to describe an abstraction of data processing workflows. This specification  is named ISA-DATAFLOW. 

Dataflow entities:

ISA-DATAFLOW specification can be implemented as a set of tabular files. 
Each one represents a kind of entity or a relation between entities : 
DATAFLOW, DATAFLOW_COMPONENT, COMPONENT, TOOL, 
DATA_DEPENDENCY, IO_PARAMETER
A component is a representation of dataflow graph node (input, output, execution). 
Execution components are linked to tools. The connections between components 
are stored as data dependencies.  
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From GALAXY workflow GA format , a conversion tool extracts a structured dataflow representation in GRAPHML. This intermediary format is used to 
generate the dataflow entities. The entities attributes values can then be normalized using controlled vocabularies. We finally export the entities as a 
set of files formatted following our ISA-DATAFLOW specification.
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The Galaxy platform offers repositories of user data and related analysis processes (data histories and workflows).
 These repertories enable traceability and reproducibility of the processes within the platform. 
At a larger scale, to answer questions like "What protocol was used to analyze my data?" or "how were these data generated?", 
we could consider any protocol as a metadata set that annotates inputs and results.
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We plan to integrate this work to propose advanced research functionalities within a virtual research environment (VRE) deployed on a geographically 
and thematically distributed infrastructure already using multiple Galaxy instances.
Future developments will concern workflow meta-analysis and workflow composition assistance. 
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"steps": {
        "0": {
            "annotation": "This file contains reads.", 
            "id": 0, 
            "input_connections": {}, 
            "inputs": [
                {
                    "description": "This file contains mapped reads.", 
                    "name": "Input Dataset:fastq"
                }
            ], 
            "name": "Input dataset", 
            "outputs": [], 
            "position": {
                "left": 200, 
                "top": 199
            }, 
            "tool_errors": null, 
            "tool_id": null, 
            "tool_state": "{\"name\": \"Input Dataset:bam\"}", 
            "tool_version": null, 
            "type": "data_input", 
            "user_outputs": []
        }, 
        "4": {
            "annotation": "Determine the total number of bases in the  target region.", 
            "id": 4, 
            "input_connections": {
                "input1": {
                    "id": 1, 
                    "output_name": "output"
                }
            }, 
            "inputs": [], 
            "name": "Base Coverage", 
            "outputs": [
                {
                    "name": "output", 
                    "type": "txt"
                }
            ], 
            "position": {
                "left": 420, 
                "top": 320
            }, 
            "post_job_actions": {}, 
            "tool_errors": null, 
            "tool_id": "gops_basecoverage_1", 
            "tool_state": "{\"__page__\": 0, \"input1\": \"null\", \"chromInfo\": \"\\\"/chrom/hg19.len\\\"\"}", 
            "tool_version": "1.0.0", 
            "type": "tool", 
            "user_outputs": []
        }...
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